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Abstract
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This paper sets out initial results from a new modeling exer-
cise for Defined Contribution (DC) pensions. It develops a 
package called penCalc based on the open source software 
language R, which is popular in the academic and modeling 
communities. All the coding is made freely available. The 
tool is illustrated for India’s DC National Pension System. 
The aim is not to present the perfect model for India, but 
to show how the tool works so that policy makers and 
regulators can see its potential advantages and develop it 
for their own uses. It generates scenarios for future assets 
and income dependent on user-defined and changeable 

assumptions for asset returns, contributions, wages, years in 
the labor force, and annuity prices, among other parameters. 
Assumptions can be tailored to different countries and user 
determined scenarios. Many extensions could be developed, 
which will be the subject of future work. The international 
context is highlighted through similar modeling by regu-
lators and pension funds in other jurisdictions. Some of 
these are more complex or complete than the results in 
this paper, but by explaining the initial model and making 
the coding freely available, the authors provide a powerful 
yet simple and low-cost tool to be adopted and adapted.
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1 Introduction

Modeling pension outcomes is a critical part of good policy design for a pension system.

It is useful in the initial design phase - for example to ensure contributions are sufficient

to achieve a desired outcome and to see how the different pillars of a pension system

will combine to provide an overall income (Antolin, 2009; Stewart, 2014; Price, Ashcroft,

and Hafeman, 2016). It is also useful to update existing systems - for example adjusting

retirement ages to counteract rising longevity, or reviewing all parameters if long-run

returns or interest rates have fallen - as they have for many countries since the Global

Financial Crisis.

This paper sets out a new model for pension outcomes called penCalc. It is illustrated for

India’s National Pension System to give a real-world example - and to show the impact

of changing some of the main parameters. The aim is not to produce the perfect forecast

for pension payouts in India, but to show how the model works and discuss potential

assumptions and scenarios. A feature of the model is that the key assumptions can be

simply chosen by the user - which makes it particularly flexible in exploring different

scenarios within a country, as well as being tailored to many different countries.

While members can also benefit from scenarios for projections of pension outcomes - so

that they can develop a sense of likely retirement income and understand in broad terms

the impact of changing contributions, the model set out in this paper is designed for policy

makers and regulators. There is scope for the results to be used to help with member

communication if a user-friendly interface is added to allow a user to alter some key

parameters and see the results but without engaging directly with the model presented

here.

The model was developed as part of a project for the Indian Pension Regulatory and

Development Fund (PFRDA) funded by the FIRST initiative.1 As far as the authors

know it is the first such paper that publishes the coding behind the results so that others

can use the approach. While there are many extensions that can be made to the model

presented below (and these will be the subject of future work) the aim is that by showing

how simple yet powerful the tool can be - and giving free access to the coding - it provides

new opportunities for countries and organizations who may find more costly approaches

or proprietary “black-box” models do not meet their resources or needs.

1The Financial Sector Reform and Strengthening Initiative, FIRST, is a multi-donor grant facility that
provides short- to medium-term technical assistance to promote sounder, more efficient and inclusive
financial systems. www.firstinitiative.org
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Part 2 of the paper sets out some existing international examples of modelling to provide

context and help explain the approach taken in this work. There is an inevitable trade-off

between complexity and usability - particularly if the aim is to allow regulators and policy

makers to have a tool with which they can work directly in order to proactively explore

policy options. Part 3 then introduces the Indian DC pension pillar that was modeled.

Part 4 reviews the drivers of the pension performance. Part 5 provides an overview of

the model. Part 6 sets out the results. Part 7 then concludes and suggests a range of

extensions to the current model that could be taken forward in future work.

2 Modeling pension outcomes for policy makers and

individuals

Modeling investment outcomes for pension fund and other investors has received a vast

amount of attention. Historically, those running Defined Benefit funds have been sig-

nificant users of modeling - to determine investment strategies, actuarial modeling to

understand and project liabilities - and in some cases to bring both elements together

in explicit asset-liability modeling to ensure their investment strategies are working to

deliver the pension promised by the plan.

While Defined Contribution plans still use investment modeling tools, and some have

been trying to take the lessons of Defined Benefit based asset-liability modeling into their

approach, the shift to Defined Contribution pensions puts a much higher premium on

understanding the likely outcomes from a given path of contributions and investments

and even more importantly to understanding the range of outcomes. Hybrid approaches,

or those that have a target retirement income butnot necessarily a full guarantee, also

need to show potential benefits and potential risks. Such approaches have been a source

for growth in ways to explain and model retirement benefits in recent years (Ionescu and

Yermo, 2014; Stanko, 2015).

This is a critical area of research because there can be huge differences in outcomes across

cohorts of pensioners based simply on when they joined and exited a system. Cannon

and Tonks (2004) take identical contribution rates and contribution durations over time

and simply alter when a person starts contributing to and exits a system. This shows the

impact of different annuity rates at exit and different investment returns (under different

investment strategies) during accumulation.

They show very large difference in retirement income despite the individuals being in all
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Figure 1 The impact of different investment strategies and annuity rates at retirement
on replacement rates over time for otherwise similar individuals over time.

Source: Cannon and Tonks (2004)

other respects identical. This is shown in Figure 1 which highlights the impact of the dif-

ferent investment strategies over time interacting with changing annuity factors over time.

There are many contributions to the literature that look at the contribution of different

potential asset allocations over time to final pension outcomes - both static differences

in the share of equities and bonds for example, and dynamic or lifecycle/life-styling rules

that shift the asset allocations from higher return assets when pension contributors are

relatively young and into more conservative assets allocations (more government bonds)

as pension members approach retirement age (Antolin, Payet, and Yermo, 2010).

As set out later in the paper, the tool also allows broken career histories to be modeled,

as well as shorter working lives and any wage or contribution level - as well as lower

densities of contribution each year by reducing the contribution level to illustrate the

impact of labor market experience more typical of informal sector workers (known as the

unorganized sector in India).

Figure 1 shows how outcomes change over time for a given country. It is also possible

to show the distribution of outcomes for a common time-period to illustrate the range of

uncertainty. Figure 2 shows the range of potential outcomes when there is uncertainty

over the key parameters such as investment returns, inflation, the interest rate or discount

rate used in annuity calculations, life expectancy and labor market attachment (Antolin

and Payet, 2010) in work that also illustrates a wide range of other methods to model
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Figure 2 Histogram of Retirement Income Relative to Final Salary

and illustrate uncertainty - but being based on a proprietary model is not available for a

country to simply obtain and adapt. A detailed comparison of the approach in this work

compared to that in the current paper is not included here as this paper aims to introduce

the overall tool, but a more detailed compare and contrast, with the implications and

trade-offs particularly when data are lacking could be the subject of future work.

Ultimately it is important to look at all aspects affecting retirement from labor market

experience based on education and wage profile over time (flatter for lower skilled/low

income workers, steeper and then tailing off for higher income/higher education workers)

through to investment returns, contribution levels and retirement ages.

In addition to the work by Antolin and Payet cited above Dowd and Blake (2013) provide

an extremely useful examination of the key factors that should ideally be included in a

retirement income model - and show how varying the various parameters affects the out-

comes. Their approach shows the relative benefit of a 1%-point increase in contributions

to an extra year of contributions and one year less of contributions. Critically, they also

show the results using stochastic investment returns so that one is able to see the average

or expected return and the range of other outcomes at different levels of significance (for

example the expected bottom 5% of outcomes compared to the top 5% of outcomes).
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Figure 3 Impact of different decisions on replacement rates

Source: Kevin Dowd and David Blake, PensionsMetric modeling, Cass Business School

This modeling is very rich, but also more demanding in terms of data needed to run it.

Moreover, it is also a proprietary model and hence not available for general use. Their

work includes a very useful and rigorous “best practice” template of all the assumptions

and parameters that should be modeled. Many, but not all, are included in this paper.

Future work will extend the areas covered but the aim at this stage is to illustrate the

model and make the code freely available to stimulate interest in the area and provide a

practical tool that regulators could use and develop rather than wait until all the elements

are included, which was beyond the scope of the initial project.

Other approaches aim to embed the examination of outcomes in a fully calibrated macroe-

conomic model so that contributions of labor and capital market dynamics and other

parameters can be explored in the context of an explicit model for GDP growth (Hoyo,

Alonso, and Tuesta, 2015). These analyses aim to draw out the important underlying

dynamics of labor force participation and unemployment in determining the likely aver-

age pensions for different cohorts over time. They then allow different policy simulations

to be undertaken. Again, such modeling is very powerful and a useful addition to the

literature - but may be challenging for all regulators and policy makers to use easily.

Finally, there is a set of approaches that aim to focus more on the individual and pro-

vide tools for them to understand the potential outcomes they may face. They show

how outcomes could vary - and the impact of changing a behavior such as the level or

frequency of contributions or the retirement age. The regulator in Chile (SBS) has taken

a leading role in this type of work and includes tools on its website that show members
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Figure 4 Output from the Chilean regulator retirement income simulator

Antolin and Fuentes (2012) based on Chilean Pension Supervisor simulation tool

the expectation for their retirement income (see Figure 4).

The figure shows the output (in Spanish) once an individual has put in various parameters.

The output highlights the monthly pension one could expect if retiring at 65 on a central,

optimistic and pessimistic case. It compares that to a (user entered) desired monthly

pension and then provides a probability that the person will meet their desired pension -

in the example shown that probability is 54%. It then shows these figures in a bar chart

and how each of them would change if the person retired at 68 rather than 65. Finally,

it provides some advice in a text box on what to do to increase retirement income -

restating the option of retiring later, or increasing how often a person contributes. As

explained below the model in this paper is able to illustrate the impact of these features

in a number of ways.

An interesting recent example of combining both the policy design and member projec-

tion aspects of such modeling has been shown by the National Employment Savings Trust

(NEST) in the UK. It was faced with the task of designing its investment strategy under

reforms introduced in the UK to auto-enroll workers directly into pension plans (NEST
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Figure 5 How the Foundation Phase reduces the risks of poor outcomes for NEST
investors

Source: National Employment Savings Trust (NEST)

2012). NEST had to tackle the issue that if it used a typical lifecycle investment model

as was the industry standard, but that there was an (unpredictable) stock market crash

in the early years of a person contributing to a pension, people might then opt-out of

pensions due to one bad experience. So NEST used modeling of investment returns with

Monte Carlo simulations to generate a probability density function for potential outcomes

to explore different strategies. The modeling showed that introducing an innovative foun-

dation phase into the standard lifecycle strategy could dramatically reduce the likelihood

of a negative outcome but with a relatively small cost in terms of expected returns over

a full lifetime. This led NEST to develop its current default investment strategy - and

also to use the results to create simple pictures for members to (potentially) understand

likely outcomes (Figure 5).

All the approaches highlighted above require a decision on the “right” inputs for the key

parameters. If the exercise includes past history then actual values can of course be en-
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Figure 6 Investment Returns for Equities, Bonds and Bill 1900-2017

Source: Dimson, Marsh, and Staunton (2017)

tered. But for the future, assumptions must be made. These are inherently difficult given

that actual returns can vary greatly within countries over time and between countries.

One key message for using the tool is to explore a range of scenarios - and to engage

fully with the potential distribution of outcomes that are generated by any stochastic

simulation tool. An excellent source of returns data is provided by the London Business

School-Credit Suisse Global Investment Return Yearbook. This provides real return data

for equities, government bonds and government Treasury bills for 23 countries over the

period 1900-2016. The key averages are shown in Figure 6 for the whole time period and

two sub-periods: one a period of strong equity returns and the other the period 2000-2016

in which equities under-perform bonds.

Section 4, below reviews the historic returns of the main variables and the assumptions

chosen. For equities, the historic returns in India have been very high, with an equity

risk premium over government bonds of 9%. This is used to generate an initial scenario

to show how the model works. But given that this is not likely to be maintained into

the future the paper also looks at much lower assumptions for the equity premium of

5% and 3% respectively. It is worth noting, however, that as the LBS-Credit Suisse

Report shows, an equity premium of 9% is not unprecedented over extended periods -

though it is certainly not typical. Over the period 1980-1999 the real equity premium over
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government bonds was 11.5% in the Netherlands, 11.9% in Portugal, 12.1% in Sweden

and 15.4% in Finland (India is not included in the LBS-Credit Suisse analysis).

This working paper was developed for the Indian Pension Regulator (PFRDA) to provide

a tool they could use and extend to understand likely future outcomes from the National

Pension System and to explore different scenarios for different groups - e.g. split by wage

level, or length of contribution period. The model allows the regulator to vary any of

the core parameters and can be used to simply update projections when the actual data

change over time. The modeling also creates an “engine” that can be used to power

a member’s projections once a separate user-friendly interface is developed. This is a

separate undertaking that is beyond the scope of this paper. However, when it is created,

it will be useful because there is little or no standardization in the projection models used

by potential providers in India, so members do not have an unbiased source of information

to ensure projections are realistic. The NPS Trust in India does have an existing tool for

members to give an indication of potential retirement outcomes. However, it does not

demonstrate the range of potential outcomes that are possible given uncertainty in the

different inputs such as investment returns.

3 The National Pensions System (NPS)

The National Pension System (NPS) is an individual account, mandatory DC system for

civil servants who entered service from January 1, 2004. The NPS requires a contribution

of 10% of wages from the employee, while another 10% is matched by the government

(as an employer). As of July 2017, there were a total of 5.3 million central and state

government employees enrolled in the NPS. The total AUM on account of government

employees was Rs.1,670 billion (US$26 billion).2

The NPS is also available to citizens of India on a voluntary basis. Within the voluntary

sector, there is a separate scheme for informal sector workers called NPS-Lite. Thus

voluntary contributions are divided into those in the informal sector and those outside.

This is made possible through a common infrastructure of a centralized record keeping

agency and licensed fund managers.3

Further, a separate co-contribution scheme called Swavalamban was launched in which

the government contributed Rs.1000 (US$15) to the account of every informal sector

2Pensions Bulletin, PFRDA, July 2017, Table no. 4 (Page 7) and Table no. 6 (Page 10).
3Sane and Thomas (2014) provide details about the implementation of the NPS, as well as the problems
that the system is facing.
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Table 1 NPS subscribers and AUM
Type Subscribers AUM

in million in Rs.[US$] billion

Government 5.3 1670 [26.0]
Voluntary 1.1 203 [3.13]
NPS Lite 4.4 28 [0.43]
APY 5.5 23 [0.35]
Total 16.3 1925 [30]

Source: Pension Bulletin, July 2017, PFRDA

worker who manages to contribute Rs.1000 or more in the NPS-Lite account in each

financial year. This was replaced by the Atal Pension Yojana in October 2015. This

scheme is slightly different from the NPS in the sense that it promises a pension for a

fixed contribution schedule, unlike the NPS which provides for no such guarantee and

is entirely market-driven. The break-up of the participation and AUM in the NPS is

provided in Table 1.

At retirement, the NPS requires subscribers to annuitize 40% of the accumulations using

a licensed annuity service provider. The remaining 60% can be taken as a lump sum.

The PFRDA has licensed several annuity service providers from whom the annuity may

be purchased.

4 The drivers of pension performance in India

Pension wealth simulations require projections to be made that reflect not the near future

but the average conditions that will obtain into the deep future. As an example, if we

think of a person at age 25 in 2017, the age at retirement will be roughly age 60 which is

in 2051 (assuming that the age at retirement is 60 years). The person is then expected to

live for around 17 years post retirement, that is till 2068. Hence, the simulations on rates

of returns need to be based on assumptions that reflect conditions from 2017 to 2068.

There are various assumptions that will influence outcomes, from age of entry and exit,

wage growth, contribution rate, to portfolio allocation. All of these will vary depending

on the gender, occupation, marital status, family size and other household characteristics

of the individual. While these variations are important, the goal of this paper is just to

illustrate the use of the model which allows any assumptions to be put in, without being

directive about the values. We, therefore, do not focus our discussion on these variations.

Instead, we present a discussion on broad macroeconomic parameters and annuity prices
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Figure 7 Inflation in India
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that are unlikely to vary with individual characteristics.4

4.1 Macroeconomic environment

In order to make projections on the rates of returns, we need to have a view on three

macroeconomic variables: (a) Inflation rate (b) Bond returns and (c) Equity premium.

Knowledge about the probability distribution of these variables allows economic agents

– households and firms – to make plans using these foundations, as the only thing not

known is what the future draw from the distribution will be. In some sense, agents only

have to deal with “risk” and not with “uncertainty”.

In India, the probability distribution governing these three variables is not known. We,

therefore, have to make assumptions on how these variables are likely to evolve in the

future.

Inflation India has had a high inflationary environment, especially in the recent past,

as is presented in Figure 7. For a brief period between 1997 and 2004, the inflation

rate was around 4%. From February 2006 onwards, in every single month, the y-o-y

CPI-IW inflation has exceeded the upper bound of 5%, until recently. According

to Pandey (2015), the mean inflation in India over the 1980-2013 period has been

about 8% with a standard deviation of 3%.

Such an inflationary environment is expensive as it corrodes all nominal contracts,

including the value of retirement assets. For pension planning, while inflation con-

4While actual annuity pricing may vary with gender and age at retirement, the annuity market in India
is unable to price products differently.
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trol at a point of time is important, it is equally important to have an environment

where large swings of inflation are ruled out for decades to come.

India has only recently made progress towards adopting a “policy objective” of low

and stable inflationary environment. In July 2014, the Budget speech announced

that a monetary policy framework would be put into place. In August 2016, the

government formally backed the inflation strategy of the Reserve Bank of India

(RBI) by notifying a retail inflation target of 4% as an anchor for monetary policy

(Nair and Iyer, 2016). Given this, we expect that over the coming decades, CPI

inflation in India would become stable with a tight distribution around the mean of

4%. In this instance, we are consciously not using historical data, as there has been

a structural break in policy, that we hope marks the beginning of a more stable

inflationary regime.

Equity premium On 17 March 2017 the market capitalization of the CMIE Cospi index

was Rs.119.93 (US$1.85) trillion, and it had 2,500 firms. On March, 15 2017 (or the

closest date), the stock of ‘non food credit’ of banks, to all firms and individuals in

India (and not just the big firms) was Rs.73.7971 trillion (US$1.14 trillion). The

equity market is thus the dominant and market-based foundation of the financial

system. We plot the equity returns over the 1979-2015 time period in Figure 8.5

The figure starts from April 3, 1979 with the oldest time-series of equity index

returns – the BSE Sensex.6 The Nifty index7 is used from July 3, 1990 onwards.

Over a span of 36.17 years, the black line has compound nominal INR returns of

15.91%. The annualized standard deviation works out to 24.9%.8 The red line is

the returns of the Nifty Junior index9 which starts from January 1, 1997. This is

superimposed in the graph above as the red line. Over this span of the most recent

18.41 years, Nifty gave compound returns of 12.62%. In this period, Nifty Junior

gave compound returns of 17.17%.

Bond returns Shah (2015) suggests that with inflation targeting of 4%, sound practices

in monetary policy and public debt management are likely to lead to a government

bond yield curve with 6% on average at the short end, and 9% on average at the

long end. This is consistent with other studies that find similar returns for GOI

bonds. For example Pandey (2015) finds that long term government bond return is

5The figure is sourced from (Shah, 2015).
6This is a 30-stock index which had idiosyncratic rules about modification of the index set.
7This is a 50 stock index.
8We conduct simulation exercises with more conservative estimates of the equity

premium in Section 6.3.
9The next 50 big firms who have high stock market liquidity.
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Figure 8 Equity returns in India

Source: Shah (2015)

9.5% with a standard deviation of 1.9%, while 91 day T-bills yield a return of 7.3%

and a standard deviation of 2.2% over the 1980-2013 period.

We therefore assume an average nominal return for government bonds of 7%, as

most EMs tend to finance a lot at short maturities. We look at two scenarios - one

where there is no standard deviation on GOI bond returns, and one where there

is a standard deviation of 2%. We assume a 3% premium on corporate bonds, and

therefore assume an average nominal return for corporate bonds of 10%. Here too

we look at two scenarios, one with no standard deviation and another with standard

deviation of 5%, a bit higher than that for government bonds.

4.2 Annuity prices

In the NPS, annuitization is mandatory for 40% of the accumulated amount at retirement.

To calculate the pension and the replacement rate, we need to arrive at an annuity price,

that is, we need to know what would be the price of an annuity that pays Rs.1 for life at

age 60.

Improvement in life expectancy especially can significantly influence pricing of annuities.

14



The life expectancy at birth as of 2014 was 68 years.10 Life expectancy at age 60, that is

average number of years that a person at age 60 can be expected to live, assuming that

age-specific mortality levels remain constant, is 17 years.11

This implies that a person who is age 60 in 2015, could be expected to live to age 77. As

India grows, this number is expected to increase. As a comparison, the life expectancy

at age 60 in Japan is 26; in the US, 23; in Brazil and Turkey, 21. An increase in life

expectancy implies that annuities will become more expensive. The evolution of the

annuity market is, therefore, crucial to get good pricing for retirees.

In India, a vibrant annuity market is missing. The development is impeded by the lack of

well developed mortality tables, long dated bonds, inflation indexed bonds, interest rate

derivatives, and instruments to hedge longevity risk.

In the absence of such a market, the only pricing available is that from the existing

immediate annuity products. We use the latest data available from the Jeevan Akshay

VI annuity scheme of the Life Insurance Corporation of India.12 The prices for an annuity

which begins at age 60 and pays Rs.1 per day for life works out to be

• Rs.4,087 (US$63) for a nominal annuity

• Rs.4,440 (US$68.5) for a nominal annuity with a provision of 50% of the annuity

payable to spouse (for life) on death of the annuitant.

• Rs.5,589 (US$86.3) for an annuity with a provision of 100% of the annuity payable

to spouse (for life) on death of annuitant, and return of purchase price on the death

of last survivor

Research on annuity markets in India is also sparse, and hence, a credible estimate of

the money’s worth ratio (MWR) is not available. James and Sane (2003) had analyzed

the money’s worth ratio of the annuities on offer in 2002, and had found that the MWR

was in excess of 100% prior to 2002. However, the payouts were cut in 2002 after interest

rates in India fell, and MWRs fell to about 90%. More recent analysis on MWRs is

not available, and we expect that life insurance companies will continue to make such

adjustments to payouts in light of interest rates, as well as improvement in mortality. We,

therefore, recommend more conservative estimates of annuity prices in the simulations.

10Source: World Bank. See http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.LE00.IN
11Source: http://bit.ly/2pzpCo9
12https://www.licindia.in/Products/Pension-Plans/jeevan_akshay
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5 Overview of the model

There are four kinds of individuals who will access the NPS: government employees,

employees in the corporate sector, individuals not tied to an employer and informal sector

workers. There are differences in the contribution flows of each of these individuals – for

example, government employees will have monthly contributions as a proportion of wages,

whereas subscribers in corporates might make one contribution per year, and informal

sector workers may make varied contributions over their lifetime.

5.1 Inputs

penCalc has been designed to be accept all these variants. The model has the following

inputs:

Age This includes the age at which the person enters the NPS and the age at which the

person is expected to exit. In this case, exit refers to the end of the accumulation

phase, and the point at which the person will annuitize part of the accumulations

(as is mandated by the law). The default age at entry is 25, and the age at exit is

60.

Wages and contributions There are two choices to how wages can be entered. These

include:

1. The wage can be a single number representing the wage at the age of entry

into the system. The wage needs to be accompanied by the expected growth

rate in wages over the working life of the subscriber. This is useful for the case

of government employees where one is assured of regular contributions always

related to the wage.

2. The wage can be a vector of different values – each value corresponds to each

year of the working life. In this case, the growth rate will be zero. This is useful

for non government employees who may not foresee a steady wage growth for

themselves over their working life.

We assume a starting monthly wage of Rs.25,000 (US$386). The wage growth rate

default is 8%. This is in line with industry estimates of private sector salary growth

in India.13

13pwc (2013) predicts an average growth rate in wages of about 8% by 2020 and 13% by 2030.
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The contribution rate has to be entered separately. The default contribution rate

is 20% of the wage, which reflects that of the NPS at present.

There is another parameter called the initial amount. This is the amount of ac-

cumulation already in the fund at the time of the calculation. For example, if a

subscriber knows that the accumulation is worth Rs.100,000 today, and there are

ten more years of working life left, she may enter age at entry and exit appropriately,

and use the initial amount parameter to enter the existing accumulations that will

be factored in while calculating the final accumulations. The default is 0, as it is

assumed that a person joins when very young and has no accumulations.

Inflation The model provides inflation figures from the CPI. These can be used if the

user chooses the “default” option, which is an inflation rate of 4% with no standard

deviation. The user also has the flexibility to enter an inflation rate of her choice.

The user has to specify if the model is going to estimate all values in real terms or

nominal terms. The default is nominal. In this case, the inflation rate is ignored

and all values are in nominal terms. If the “real” option is chosen then the inflation

is subtracted from the wages, as well as the investment returns.

Investment weights There are two choices for investment weights.

1. In the case of life-cycle weights, the weights in the three asset classes change

according to age. These can be the “default” weights in the system chosen

by using the “lc” option. The weights are presented in the Appendix. These

are based on the recommendations of the Deepak Parekh Committee Report

set up by the PFRDA in 2009 (Parekh, 2009). The user has the flexibility to

enter a different set of life-cycle weights as well.

2. The user can also enter a set of weights that stay constant over the entire

working cycle.

Returns The returns require two inputs. These are:

1. Average expected returns. This has three elements. The first value is the

average GOI bond returns, the second value is corporate bond returns, and

the third value is the equity returns. The PFRDA recently introduced the

AIF asset class. However, historical data on this are not available, and hence

it is not possible to make projections on the same. If a subscriber wishes to

include this, then the average equity return can be computed as an average

of equity returns plus the AIF return, with the standard deviation adjusted
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appropriately.

2. The second vector is the standard deviation of returns. The first corresponds

to the SD of GOI bond returns, the second and third to the SD of corp bond

and equity returns respectively. These are “annualized” returns.

Currently, these default to average expected returns (and standard deviation) of

7% (sd: 0), 10% (sd: 0) and 16% (sd:25%) for GOI bonds, corporate bonds and

equity respectively.

Fees and expenses This has two values chosen to reflect the realities of NPS charges

at present. These are

1. Monthly fees and expenses. This a percent of AUM figure, and is deducted

from the portfolio returns every month. The default value is 0.01%.

2. Annual flat fee. This is a flat amount that is deducted from the portfolio at

the end of every year. The default value is Rs.100 (US$1.5).

This is close to the actual figure in India, which is unusually low. So other countries

would need to put in a much higher figure to reflect more “normal” cost levels.

Annuitization This also takes in two values. These are

1. Percent annuitized. This is a percent of the accumulations that will be used

to purchase an annuity. The default value is 40%.

2. Price of the annuity. The default value is the price of the nominal annuity

(Rs.4,087) discussed in Section 4.2.

Table 2 describes the assumptions on all parameters in the calculator. It is important to

note that all of these can be changed.

5.2 Software

The calculator is based on R.14 This is an open source programming language and software

environment for statistical computing, supported by the R Foundation for Statistical

Computing. R is freely available under the GNU General Public License, and in recent

times has been one of the top choices of statistical programming language among data

scientists. This has been one of the reasons for the choice of R.

14https://www.r-project.org/
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Table 2 Assumptions for penCalc

Age
Age of entry 25
Age of exit 60
Wages and contributions
Starting wage Rs.25,000 (US$386) per month.
Wage growth (nominal) 8% per anum
Contribution rate 20% of wage
Inflation (mean, sd) (4%, 0)
Investment portfolio Lifecyle
Returns (nominal)
GOI bonds (mean, sd) (7%, 0)
Corporate bonds (mean, sd) (10%, 0)
Equities (mean, sd) (16%, 25%)
Fees
AUM 0.01% per anum
Flat fee Rs.100 (US$1.5) per anum
Annuities
Percent to be annuitised 40%
Annuity price (nominal annuity) Rs.4,087 (US$63)

The structure of the code is given below. The function consists of various parameters,

and the default values set against the parameters. For example, age.entry is set to 25,

while age.exit is set to 60. The model assumes a 8% wage growth and 20% contribution

rate, and an initial amount of 0. The inflation parameter is set to TRUE. The weights

are the default life-cycle weights, while the returns vector, as well as the annuity prices

reflect the default values discussed in Section 4.2.

x <- pencalc(age=list(age.entry=25

,age.exit=60),

wage=list(25000

,0.08

,0.2

,initial.amount=0),

inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list("lc"),

returns=list(data.frame(mean=c(0.07, 0.10, 0.16), sd=c(0, 0, 0.25)),

c(monthly.fees.expenses=0.01, 100)),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=0.4,

value=4087))

The package may be installed as follows

devtools::install github("renukasane/penCalc").
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5.3 How the model works

The model proceeds as follows. The starting wage and the yearly growth rate in wages

are used to generate a vector of wages for the years the subscriber is expected to be in

the system. The number of years are calculated as the difference between age of entry

and exit. In this particular instance, the number of years is 60-25+1, that is 36 years.

The contribution rate is then used on this vector of wages to arrive at the rupee value

of contributions each year in the NPS. The wages are expected to stay the same in each

month of the year. If the user has entered the “real” option, then the rate of inflation is

subtracted from the wages to arrive at a vector of contributions in real terms.

The mean and standard deviations of the underlying instruments (bonds and equity) are

used to simulate returns on the investment each year as a draw from a normal distribution.

The returns are annualized figures, and are converted to monthly returns. The investment

weights and returns are used to arrive at a portfolio return. The monthly fees and

expenses are deducted from the portfolio returns. The contributions and returns are

accumulated over each year in the system, and give us the total expected accumulation

in the pension account.

This simulation is done 1,000 times, and thus generates a distribution of the expected

accumulated amounts in the NPS account. The amount to be annuitized is subtracted

from this accumulation and used to arrive at the monthly expected pension using the

annuity price. The model has the following outputs

In hand accumulation This is the average amount of lump sum withdrawal that the

retiree can take. In the case of 40% annuitization, this is the remainder 60% of the

total accumulated balances. In the case of full annuitization, this amount will be

zero, as the entire accumulation is turned into an annuity.

Monthly pension This is the rupee value of the average monthly pension the retiree

can expect to get after the purchase of the annuity.

Replacement rate This is the ratio of the pension to the last drawn wage. The re-

placement rate only makes sense for government employees - for those with varied

contributions over the lifetime, it is not sensible to divide the pension with the last

wage. The replacement rate should be ignored for subscribers other than regular

salaried employees.
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6 Results

6.1 Baseline portfolio weights: 85% bonds, 15% equity

The following example provides a demo of the baseline case. As discussed in the previous

section, the age of entry is assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The starting

wage is assumed to be Rs.25,000 p.m, and is expected to grow at 8% nominal each year.

The contribution rate is assumed to be 20% of the wage. The simulation uses a simple

investment allocation between government bonds and equity of 85% and 15% respec-

tively.15 While the investment allocation used in the simulation is a bit different from the

current average asset allocation it serves as a useful benchmark as early implementation

of the NPS had seen this kind of an allocation, and hence it is intuitive. Also, the results

from the current average allocation are not significantly different from those described in

this section.

The returns assumptions are as described in Section 4.1 (7% for government bonds, 10%

for corporate bonds, and 16% for equity, with a standard deviation of 25%). The AUM

based fee is assumed to be 0.01% per anum, while a flat annual fee is assumed to be

Rs.100. Inflation is assumed to be 4%. The annuity used is the nominal annuity.

The R-code for the 40% annuitization example is shown below. The first line shows the

loading of the penCalc library. Since we are using all the default values and only changing

the investment weights (as the default weights are the lifecycle model), we only change

that parameter in the model. There are two elements in each of the investment weights

specification (weightmatrix): the annualized rate of return (for example 0.85 in the case

of government bonds), and the number of years the calculation is to be done (36 years

in this case). The code for the 100% annuitization case will require the specification of

one more parameter, as the default annuitization rate is 40%. We also set the inflation

parameter as TRUE as we want the results in real terms.

library(penCalc)

weightmatrix <- data.frame(goi_bonds=rep(0.85, 36), corp_bonds=rep(0,36),

equity=rep(0.15,36))

set.seed(111)

# 40% annuity

x <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list(weightmatrix))

15This compares to the current average asset allocation of the pension funds of about 69% for government
bonds and bonds of public sector undertakings, 15% in corporate bonds, 10% in equity, 4% in money
market instruments.
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# 100% annuity

y <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list(weightmatrix),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=1,

value=4087))

y

Table 3 presents the result for a nominal annuity with 40% and 100% annuitization.

The retiree will be able to withdraw, on average, Rs.4.7 million (US$0.07 million), and

obtain a monthly pension, on average, of Rs.23,297 (US$360) with 40% annuitization.

This provides her with a replacement rate of 24%. Full annuitization leads to a monthly

pension of Rs.58,241 (US$899) on average, and a replacement rate of 59%.

Table 3 Expected pension and accumulations: Baseline

This table provides the terminal wealth, pension and replacement rate with 40% and 100% annuitization.
The age of entry is assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The starting wage is assumed to be
Rs.25,000 p.m, and is expected to grow at 8% (nominal) each year. The contribution rate is assumed to
be 20% of the wage. Inflation is assumed to be 4%. The allocation between government bonds and equity
is 85% and 15% respectively. The returns assumptions are as described in Section 4.1 (7% nominal, or
3% real for government bonds, 10% nominal, or 7% real for corporate bonds, and 16% nominal or 12%
real for equity, with a standard deviation of 25%). The AUM based fee is assumed to be 0.01% per
anum, while a flat annual fee is assumed to be Rs.100. The annuity used is the nominal annuity.

40% 100%

Mean SD Mean SD

In hand accumulation (In Rs. million) 4.70 0.17 0.00 0.00
Monthly Pension (In Rs.) 23,297 828 58,241.7 2,072
Replacement Rate (In%) 23.60 0.80 59.00 2.10

These numbers are averages from the simulation. It is therefore, useful to also look at the

standard deviation to get a complete picture of the possible outcomes. Figure 9 shows

the range of replacement rates that are possible (with the average being 24% reported

earlier). This suggests that the replacement rate is likely to fall in the range of 21% and

26%.

6.2 Life-cycle portfolio allocation

The current portfolio weights for government employees are heavily skewed towards gov-

ernment bonds. Given the huge equity premium in India, it is useful for the NPS to invest

more heavily in equities. The volatility from equity markets may be brought down by

reducing exposure to equity as the subscriber grows older, by using a life-cycle portfolio

allocation.
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Figure 9 Distribution of replacement rates
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The following example provides a demo of life-cycle portfolio allocation. The simulation

uses the default life-cycle weights for allocation of contributions towards the three asset

classes. The actual weights are provided in the Appendix. All other assumptions remain

the same. As we are using all the default values of the function, the R-code requires

us to just run the pencalc function for the 40% annuitization case, and add the 100%

annuitization parameter when required.

library(penCalc)

set.seed(111)

# 40% annuity

set.seed(111)

x <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list("lc"))

x

# 100% annuity

set.seed(111)

y <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list("lc"),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=1,

value=4087))

y

Table 4 presents the result for a nominal annuity with 40% and 100% annuitization.

The retiree will be able to withdraw, on average, Rs. 7.4 million (US$0.11 million), and

obtain a monthly pension, on average, of Rs.37,000 (US$571) with 40% annuitization.

This provides her with a replacement rate of 37%. The range of the replacement rate is,

however, quite wide. It may lie anywhere between 28% and 53%. Full annuitization leads

to a pension on average, of Rs.92,000 (US$1,420), and a replacement rate, on average, of

93%.
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Table 4 Expected pension and accumulations: Lifecycle investment

This table provides the terminal wealth, pension and replacement rate with 40% and 100% annuitization.
The age of entry is assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The starting wage is assumed to be
Rs.25,000 p.m, and is expected to grow at 8% (nominal) each year. The contribution rate is assumed to
be 20% of the wage. Inflation is assumed to be 4%. The simulation uses the default life-cycle weights
for allocation of contributions towards the three asset classes. The returns assumptions are as described
in Section 4.1. The AUM based fee is assumed to be 0.01% per anum, while a flat annual fee is assumed
to be Rs.100. The annuity used is the nominal annuity.

40% 100%

Mean SD Mean SD

In hand accumulation (In Rs.million) 7.41 0.75 0.00 0.00
Monthly Pension (In Rs.) 36744.3 3702.4 92034.2 9520.09
Replacement Rate (In%) 37.20 3.80 93.10 9.40

The life-cycle allocation provides a higher replacement rate than the default portfolio

allocation described earlier, as in the early years of the career, the NPS employee is able

to reap the equity premium. This also introduces larger uncertainty as is seen in the

higher value of standard deviation in the life-cycle case. The life-cycle allocation used by

us also does not entirely reduce exposure to equity. Even at the age of 60, the subscriber

has 10% exposure to equity. A more conservative life-cycle portfolio which reduces equity

exposure in the last five years of retirement is likely to yield lower values, but also a lower

standard deviation.

6.3 The role of equity

6.3.1 Increasing equity exposure

In this section, we simulate outcomes with an aggressive scheme of investment where

25 percent of the assets would be held in government paper, 25 percent in investment

grade corporate bonds and 50 percent in equity. We create a weightmatrix to reflect

this allocation.

library(penCalc)

weightmatrix <- data.frame(goi_bonds=rep(0.25, 36), corp_bonds=rep(0.25,36),

equity=rep(0.50,36))

set.seed(111)

# 40% annuity

x <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list(weightmatrix))

x

# 100% annuity
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y <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

inv.weights=list(weightmatrix),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=1,

value=4087))

y

Table 5 presents the results from the simulation where 50% of the contributions are

invested in equity. The retiree will be able to withdraw, on average, Rs.9.9 million

(US$0.15 million), and obtain a monthly pension, on average, of Rs.49,432 (US$763) with

40% annuitization. This provides her with a replacement rate of 50%. Full annuitization

leads to a pension, on average, of Rs.124,249 (US$1,917), and a replacement rate, on

average, of 126%.

Table 5 Expected pension and accumulations: 50% equity exposure

This table provides the terminal wealth, pension and replacement rate with 40% and 100% annuitization.
The age of entry is assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The starting wage is assumed to be
Rs.25,000 p.m, and is expected to grow at 8% (nominal) each year. The contribution rate is assumed to
be 20% of the wage. Inflation is assumed to be 4%. The portfolio is invested 25% in government bonds
and corporate bonds each, and 50% in equity. The returns assumptions are as described in Section 4.1.
The AUM based fee is assumed to be 0.01% per anum, while a flat annual fee is assumed to be Rs.100.
The annuity used is the nominal annuity.

40% 100%

Mean SD Mean SD

In hand accumulation (In Rs. million) 9.96 1.39 0.00 0.00
Monthly Pension (In Rs.) 49,432.1 6,898.5 124,249.1 18,155.0
Replacement Rate (In%) 50.10 7.00 125.90 18.40

These results underscore the importance of equity investments. The baseline scenario

with 85% investments in government bonds led to an average replacement rate of 24%

(with 40% annuitization). This increased to an average replacement rate of 37% under

life-cycle allocation, as it allowed for larger exposure to equity investments in the early

part of the working career, and a 10% exposure even at the time of retirement. A 50%

exposure to equity for the full working life has increased the average replacement rate to

50%.

However, it is also useful to keep the standard deviation in mind. In the case of the

baseline scenario, the standard deviation around the replacement rate was 0.80%. In this

case, it is about 7%. The replacement rate could vary between 33% and 76%. In some

instances, therefore, a lifecycle allocation may give a better replacement rate than higher

equity exposure.
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6.3.2 Lower equity returns

The current simulations have assumed an equity rate of return of 16%. This translates

to an equity premium of almost 9%. As more and more people participate in equity

markets, it is likely that the equity premium will go down. We, therefore, conduct the

same simulation with two different assumptions on equities:

1. We assume a 12% rate of return and a 20% standard deviation. This amounts to

an equity premium of 5%.

2. We assume a 10% rate of return and a 18% standard deviation. This amounts to

an equity premium of 3%.

The results are presented in Table 6. Column (1) shows the results with a 12% rate of

return, while Column (2) presents the results with a 10% rate of return.

Table 6 Expected pension and accumulations: Lower equity premium (40% annuitiza-
tion)

This table provides the terminal wealth, pension and replacement rate for a 12% and 10% equity return.
Assumptions on government and corporate bonds are the same as in Section 4.1. The age of entry is
assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The starting wage is assumed to be Rs.25,000 p.m, and
is expected to grow at 8% (nominal) each year. The contribution rate is assumed to be 20% of the
wage. Inflation is assumed to be 4%. The portfolio is invested according to the life-cycle allocation. The
AUM based fee is assumed to be 0.01% per anum, while a flat annual fee is assumed to be Rs.100. The
annuitization rate is assumed to be 40%. The annuity used is the nominal annuity.

12% return 10% return

Mean SD Mean SD

In hand accumulation (In Rs. million) 6.64 0.68 5.51 0.49
Monthly Pension (In Rs.) 32,952.0 3,398.3 27,321.2 2,429.1
Replacement Rate (In%) 33.40 3.40 27.70 2.50

As seen in Column (1), the average pension is now Rs.33,000 (US$509), the average

terminal value is Rs.6.6 million (US$0.1 million) and the average replacement rate is

33%. The standard deviation is at 3.4%. Thus, as equity markets mature, we will see

a lowering of the equity premium, and a consequent lowering of the replacement rates

from greater equity exposure. If equity returns fall to 10%, then the impact on outcomes

is even larger. The pension drops to Rs.27,370 (US$422), the average terminal value to

Rs.5.5 million (US$0.08 million), and the replacement rate to 28%.
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6.4 Different annuity prices

We evaluate how the replacement rate varies with annuity prices. Ideally there would be

a clearly defined grid of all the annuity factors for individual and joint life annuities, by

gender for different ages and for differential ages between spouses. This is not available

for India - and hence in this iteration of the model the annuity pricing is more basic than

it will be in future versions.16

Table 7 presents the results from a simulation where the baseline assumptions remain

the same, except for annuity prices. As discussed in Section 4.2 we use the prices for

a nominal annuity (Column 1), for an annuity that provides 50% of the pension to the

surviving spouse (Column 2), and for an annuity that provides 100% of the pension to the

surviving spouse and return of purchase price to the next survivor (Column 3). We also

present results from an annuity price of Rs.6,667 (US$103) based on more conservative

assumptions (Column 4). The R-code is shown below.

library(penCalc)

set.seed(111)

x <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE))

x

set.seed(111)

y <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=0.4,

value=4400))

y

set.seed(111)

z <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=0.4,

value=5589))

z

set.seed(111)

a <- pencalc(inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=0.4,

value=6667))

a

Table 7 presents the average monthly pension and replacement rate for the different

16To see an example of the grid of annuity factors that would be ideal see Sweden’s annual report on their
pension system and in particular the outcomes from the ’second pillar’ mandatory defined contribution
component.
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Table 7 Expected pension and accumulations: different annuity types (40% annuitiza-
tion)

This table provides the pension and replacement rate with 40% annuitization for five different annuity
types. These include the nominal annuity (Column 1), annuity that provides 50% of the pension to the
surviving spouse (Column 2), annuity that provides 100% of the pension to the surviving spouse and
return of purchase price to the next survivor (Column 3), hypothetical annuity prices of Rs.3000 (Column
4) and Rs.6667 (Column 5). The age of entry is assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The
starting wage is assumed to be Rs.25,000 p.m, and is expected to grow at 5% each year. The contribution
rate is assumed to be 20% of the wage. Default life-cycle weights for allocation of contributions towards
the three asset classes are used. The returns assumptions are 7% (nominal) for government bonds, 10%
(nominal) for corporate bonds, and 16% (nominal) for equity, with a standard deviation of 25%. The
AUM based fee is assumed to be 0.01% p.a., while a flat annual fee is assumed to be Rs.100. The annuity
used is the nominal annuity. All values are in nominal Rs.

Nominal 50 % spouse 100 % spouse WB price

In hand accumulation (In Rs. million) 7.41 7.41 7.41 7.41
Accumulation std. dev (0.75) (0.75) (0.75) (0.75)
Monthly Pension (In Rs.) 36,744.3 34,130.4 26,869.5 22,524.9
Pension SD (3702.4) (3439.1) (2,707.4) (2269.7)
Replacement Rate (In %) 37.2 34.6 27.2 22.8
RR SD (3.8) (3.5) (2.7) (2.3)

annuity types. We find that as we move from a nominal annuity to an annuity that

provides 50% and 100% of the pension to the surviving spouse17, the average replacement

rate falls from 37% to 35% and 27% respectively (on 40% annuitization). This is not

surprising as the annuity price now has to factor in not only the life expectancy of the

subscriber, but also of the surviving spouse, thereby increasing its exposure to longevity

risk. It is a useful reminder that there is a trade-off between increasing benefits to

survivors and the replacement rate.

The last column shows the pension and replacement rate for a price of Rs.6,667. This

corresponds to an annuity factor of 18, which is close to the annuity factor calculated

by the World Bank for a female retiring at age 65 in 2040.18 The average replacement

rate further falls to 23%. Given improvements in mortality, it is very likely that annuity

prices will rise considerably, resulting in lower replacement rates. We would suggest that

policy makers be cautious in the use of annuity prices, and conduct greater sensitivity

analysis given that such prices are usually national averages which overstate mortality for

civil servants, and understate them for the informal poor. This should also raise serious

questions on how to design the payout phase for the NPS.19

17This option also provides for the return of purchase price to survivors on the death of the surviving
spouse.

18This number has been sourced from World Bank, Presentation to Pay and Pension Committee, 2015.
19See Sane (2016) for a discussion on policy questions on the design of the draw down phase of the NPS.
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6.5 Varying contribution rates

In the case of informal sector workers, a constant contribution rate may not be feasible.

This can be handled by using a vector of wages, and a contribution rate of 100%. This

effectively makes the values entered in the wage the actual contribution.

In the example described below, we simulate 36 values for wage from a normal distribution

with a mean of Rs.3,000 (US$46) and a standard deviation of Rs.100 (US$1.5). The

generated wage profile is presented in the appendix. We then use a contribution rate

of 100%. All the other assumptions remain the same as that of the life-cycle portfolio

allocation example described in Section 6.2. The R-code is shown below.

library(penCalc)

wage = round(rnorm(36, 3000, 100),0)

set.seed(111)

x <- pencalc(wage=list(wage

,0

,1

,initial.amount=0),

inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE))

x

#100 %

set.seed(111)

y <- pencalc(wage=list(wage

,0

,1

,initial.amount=0),

inflation=list(c(0.04,0)

,real=TRUE),

annuity=list(perc.annuitised=1,

value=4087))

y

Table 8 presents the results from the simulation. The replacement rate is meaningless in

this context, and hence is not reported in the table. The informal sector worker can hope

to get an average monthly pension of Rs.13,454 (US$208) with 40% annuitization, or an

average monthly pension of Rs.33,635 (US$519) with 100% annuitization.
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Table 8 Expected pension and accumulations: Varying contribution rate

This table provides the terminal wealth, pension and replacement rate with 40% and 100% annuitization.
The age of entry is assumed to be 25, and age of retirement is 60. The wages are drawn from a normal
distribution with a mean of Rs.3000 and a standard deviation of 100. The contribution rate is assumed to
be 100%. Inflation is assumed to be 4%. The simulation uses the default life-cycle weights for allocation
of contributions towards the three asset classes. The returns assumptions are as described in Section 4.1.
The AUM based fee is assumed to be 0.01% per anum, while a flat annual fee is assumed to be Rs.100.
The annuity used is the nominal annuity.

40% 100%

Mean SD Mean SD

In hand accumulation (In Rs. million) 2.71 0.34 0.00 0.00
Monthly Pension (In Rs.) 13,454.1 1,698.3 33,635.2 4,245.9

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper sets out initial results from a new modeling exercise using penCalc based

on an open source software language “R” that is popular in the academic and modeling

communities. The initial results are presented (and the model made freely available) to

illustrate the tool. It is simple to tailor to different countries and any user determined

scenarios. The tool is illustrated for India’s National Pension System (NPS) - and presents

a range of scenarios based on actual and forecast parameters.

Hence, the aim of the paper is not to present the perfect model for India - but to show

how the tool works so policy makers and regulators can see its potential advantages

and develop it for their own uses. There are many extensions that could be developed,

which will be the subject of future work. These include: the correlation matrices between

the different assets (although the model is focused on the terminal values for pensions

rather than aiming to illustrate the annual pathway); deeper sensitivity analysis on the

key variables; increasing the sophistication of the annuity pricing so that it can include

uncertainty in relation to life expectancy and be driven from the stochastic outputs for

interest rates. This was not a feature of the initial work because annuity pricing is

unusual in India - partly given the nature of the annuity product which includes a return

of premium at death which reduces the variability of payouts with respect to different

life expectancy. Differential pricing to reflect difference in age between spouses will also

be added.20

The tool already allows policy makers and regulators to input different data and assump-

tions for the likely experience of different groups - for example different wage profiles to

20Extensions on annuities will also be able to draw on new work on payout options that may be more
tailored to developing countries, including re-pricing or variable annuities that reduce the need for
extensive mortality data and reduce the initial pricing risk see (Inglis and Price, 2017)
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investigate different occupations or differences by gender or the impact of marital sta-

tus on labor market attachment - and then apply a tax “haircut” to terminal values

and income depending on their levels and hence tax bracket. However, at this stage

the user needs to find the right data and run the specific scenarios. Future work could

focus on simpler and more intuitive modeling to deliver multiple outputs for each group

simultaneously, and automate the tax calculation.

The modeling tool presented is placed in the international context by highlighting mod-

eling by regulators and pension funds in other jurisdictions. Some of these are more

complex or complete than the results in this paper - but by explaining the initial model

and making the coding freely available the authors hope to provide a powerful yet simple

and low cost tool that can be widely adopted and adapted.
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Appendix

Package installation

The package may be installed as follows

devtools::install github("renukasane/penCalc").

Investment weights

Investment weights for the baseline function according to the lifecycle profile:
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goi bonds corp bonds equity

25 0.10 0.25 0.65

26 0.10 0.25 0.65

27 0.10 0.25 0.65

28 0.10 0.25 0.65

29 0.10 0.25 0.65

30 0.10 0.25 0.65

31 0.10 0.25 0.65

32 0.10 0.25 0.65

33 0.10 0.25 0.65

34 0.10 0.25 0.65

35 0.10 0.25 0.65

36 0.13 0.24 0.63

37 0.16 0.24 0.61

38 0.18 0.23 0.58

39 0.21 0.23 0.56

40 0.24 0.22 0.54

41 0.27 0.21 0.52

42 0.30 0.21 0.50

43 0.32 0.20 0.47

44 0.35 0.20 0.45

45 0.38 0.19 0.43

46 0.41 0.18 0.41

47 0.44 0.18 0.39

48 0.46 0.17 0.36

49 0.49 0.17 0.34

50 0.52 0.16 0.32

51 0.55 0.15 0.30

52 0.58 0.15 0.28

53 0.60 0.14 0.25

54 0.63 0.14 0.23

55 0.66 0.13 0.21

56 0.69 0.12 0.19

57 0.72 0.12 0.17

58 0.74 0.11 0.14

59 0.77 0.11 0.12

60 0.80 0.10 0.10
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Simulated wage profile for informal sector workers

wage

1 2797.00
2 3041.00
3 2924.00
4 3068.00
5 3073.00
6 2777.00
7 3165.00
8 3170.00
9 2892.00

10 2888.00
11 2934.00
12 2894.00
13 2960.00
14 2919.00
15 3037.00
16 2855.00
17 2986.00
18 3065.00
19 2866.00
20 2901.00
21 2890.00
22 2990.00
23 3002.00
24 3112.00
25 3095.00
26 2912.00
27 3056.00
28 3092.00
29 3064.00
30 2955.00
31 3046.00
32 3164.00
33 3206.00
34 2990.00
35 2992.00
36 2982.00
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